
Perform Stone Gloss is a unique film-forming product for daily cleaning and surface treatment- and maintenance of hard floors 
except wooden floors. Perform Stone Gloss forms, upon drying, a water- and dirt repellent wax film with self-gloss. Perform Stone 
Gloss cleans and maintains the floor without building up the surface layer and leaves no water marks. Perform Stone Gloss is 
easy to use even when wet / damp mopping. Repeated use will prevent the occurrence of heel marks and repairs worn footpaths 
without giving building up structure that acrylic polish does. The floor will be effectively clean and Perform Stone Gloss builds 
a durable and dirt / water repellent protective film at the same time. The floors will be very easy to clean. To achieve maximum 
brilliance and a very easy surface to clean use high speed with the appropriate pad. 
Perform Stone Gloss is a member of the Perform Floor-Recond System.  

Nullification = pore cleansing and removal of old wax residue and dirt -  use Perform Deep Stone Cleaner, Perform Hulk Floor 
Cleaner or Perform Polish Remover or clean steam (120 ° C). 

MSDS is available for professional users on our website: www.ajourtrading.com or scan QR-code.
pH approx. 7,2 in concentrate. Store this product frost-free. 
This product is manufactured in Sweden according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.  

Instructions / Recommended dosage:
Manual method - daily cleaning:     0.5 dl to 10 litres of water  
Automated method - daily cleaning:     1 dl to 10 litres of water  
Spray Treatment:                             2 litres to 10 litres of water  
Damp mopping:                        0.5 dl - 1 dl to 10 litres of water  

Basic impregnation: Worn stones 1 litre to 10 litres of water - Allow Perform Stone Gloss to soak into the surface and directly 
after drying, polish with a high-speed machine and high-speed pad.

Note: Do not use hot water above 30 ° C. Floor impregnated with Perform Stone Gloss, use for the daily maintenance Perform 
Stone Gloss or Perform Stone Soap Special - The Original and Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner.  

1 litre pack         Item code: 21-6500E
12 x 1 litre per carton
40 x 12 x 1 litre per pallet (480 litres)

5 litre pack         Item code: 21-6510E 
3 x 5 litres per carton
48 x 3 x 5 litres per pallet (720 litres)

Maintenance products for professional use.
The series sold sold by our resellers. Go to our website 
for more information about our products and
where to buy them.
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Waxbased product for cleaning and protection 
of all types of stone and linoleum fl oors.
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